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Trusted results - every time

Sampling and analysis must be carried out at regular intervals to ensure that the product content always follows the specifications. To ensure analytically correct measurements and validated test results, quality monitoring, scheduled control of the analytical equipment and regular calibration and adjustment of the instruments is extremely important.

All FT-NIR and FT-IR instruments require ongoing maintenance and adjustment. With AnalyticTrust it is now possible to make simple, fast and safe management of all your analytical instruments.

Easy and safe monitoring

AnalyticTrust monitors the analyzers’ performance, collect, store and automatically secure all data from all production sites, instruments, samplings, calibrations, applications and reference laboratories. AnalyticTrust has a built-in alert system that automatically sends messages when results and trends deviate from the criteria in the QA plan. You can immediately adjust the analyzers and confirm the highest product quality.

Multiple test settings

With AnalyticTrust it is easy to set up tests for individual product types by selecting the type of test, analysis frequency and specify the high-low limits for the instrument performance.

Choose between the traditional test types where you look directly at compliance of the instrument’s performance and reference method. Or you can select a series of tests that examine part of the total analysis plan such as the sampling process, uncertainty from the reference method and instrument stability – areas that each affects the accuracy of the results and precision.

Finally you can implement the same tests globally throughout your organization.
The financial gain is huge if the analyzers are accurate. We are facing too many re-source- and technical barriers. This prevents us from quite reaching the yield we know is possible. We want to achieve the full potential. AnalyticTrust provide us with efficient management of our instruments and we are on the way to realize this goal.
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BioPro is a world-class cluster of biotech companies and leading universities.

BioPro’s ambition is to find new ways of making biotech production more efficient and sustainable. We can achieve this goal by reducing the consumption of energy and raw materials while improving yields.

AnalyticTrust

Our mission is to make professional validation easy, fast and cost efficient.

AnalyticTrust is a total analysis quality management software. It is based on requirements from BioPro member companies to easily improve trusted calibration models. AnalyticTrust covers global quality assurance processes and integrates instruments from different manufactures.

NIR / IR equipment are used in dairies for the control and management of processes and products. The advantages of those analyzers are that they provide fast, cheap and precise test results. To ensure the validity, it is required that the equipment is calibrated and adjusted on a regular basis, so that you can continue to have full confidence in their performance and measurement results. Control and quality of the equipment requires local and global QA plans and it is very time consuming for the laboratory staff to perform this manually. To make this task easy, AnalyticTrust in cooperation with BioPro, has developed a comprehensive solution that monitors all of the analytical instruments that require calibration - across local and global manufacturing sites.
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Why dairies should use AnalyticTrust

Ensure and improve the highest quality of analytical results from the analyzers

Store and have easy access to all sampling, reference and calibration data

Enhance collaboration between production and QA

Increase personnel productivity

Grow profit margins from production improving utilization of raw material properties

Current tools for calibration models are insufficient

Total Analysis Quality Management for all your instruments and products is the fastest way to have trust in your analytic data and work processes.
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